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 regularly led us in that toast, drawing elo-
 quent and wonderful attention to the younger
 members of the military operations research
 community who are responsible for expand-
 ing the horizons of the practice and for sus-
 taining the Society as an important contribu-
 tor to national security.
 Another tradition of the Colloquia is the
 raising of a toast to the Fellows Who Are No
 Longer With Us. Leadership of that toast is
 the responsibility of the most recently elected
 Fellows, designated the Junior Fellows. The
 names of the deceased Fellows, with the
 classes they came from, are recited in order. I
 am now going to usurp the role of the Junior
 Fellow at this time and ask you to join me in a
 "virtual" toast to Fellow Number One Who Is
 No Longer With Us. To Clayton J. Thomas,
 analyst without equal and a friend never to be
 forgotten. O
 Memories of Clayton Thomas, FS
 Wayne Hughes, FS, Naval Postgraduate School
 Clay MORS MORS Thomas when Board I was for was the President elected first to time the of
 MORS when I was elected to the
 MORS Board for the firs  ime
 around 1973. The Board took its job seri-
 ously, but it was more irreverent in those
 days. Sweet memory brings to mind Clay's
 gravely voice maintaining a small measure
 of decorum amidst many outspoken Board
 voices and unrepentant opinions, like as not
 on any topic except the topic for decision.
 Jim Bexfield, FS, John Friel and many
 others mentored by Clay (Thomas's Tots?)
 are in a better position to tell the inside
 story of what actually transpired at Air
 Force Studies and Analyses, but my out-
 sider impression was that he was the glue
 that bonded many generations of Directors
 into a more-or-less seamless continuity. I
 held a vision of Clay patiently weaving a
 pattern in the minds of those strong minded
 Generals, not to mention some zealous
 Colonels. It was, I thought, his job to
 remind them that analytical truth would
 carry a lot farther outside the Air Force than
 passionate opinion. I envied the Air Force
 his towering strength and matchless memo-
 ries of corporate successes and failures in
 Air Force analysis.
 When I was working on the first edition
 of Military Modeling in the early 1980s,
 Clay was a deep well of advice. Not only
 d d he write two chapters, one of which is
 a classic on validation and verification, but
 he sent me samples of his own analyses of
 years gone by. They were clear, associated
 with an important issue, and compelling.
 One or two dealt with our core beliefs
 about how to do good, honest and sophisti-
 cated operations analysis in many circum-
 tances. Others were exemplars of tightly
 rawn, carefully thought out, case specific,
 and unambiguously expressed advice to an
 Air Force decision maker who had a prob-
 lem to solve.
 I would love to see the corpus of Clay-
 ton Thomas's best works compiled by one
 of his analytical offspring. I don't mean his
 aphorisms; I mean the collection of his
 insightful analyses and guides to the ana-
 lysts who learned best practice under his
 tutelage. The greatest thing a man can do
 in life is to find at least two young aspi-
 rants with the capacity for professional
 greatness and nurture their careers. Clay-
 ton Thomas understood. And he far
 exceeded his quota. O
 A Tribute to Clayton
 Thomas, FS
 James N. Bexfield, FS, IDA
 Seldom and Clayton admired has Thomas, one by person so many. the been first The so MORS loss loved of Seldom and admired by so many. The loss of Clayton T omas, th first MORS
 Fellow, will have a profound impact not
 only on his family, but also the Air Force
 and DoD analysis communities, and the
 3,000 plus members of MORS. His gentle
 humor and keen insight will no longer
 guide the way.
 I'll never forget my first encounter with
 Clay. It occurred almost 30 years ago. I
 had just completed a paper on bomber pen-
 etration modeling for General Kent and
 someone suggested that I give it to Mr
 Thomas for comments. Did I get com-
 ments! But what stood out were their rele-
 vance, insightfulness, depth, and especially
 the kind way in which they were presented.
 Needless to say, from then on everything I
 wrote went through Clay.
 The years 1984-85 found MORS strug-
 gling with the financial ramifications of
 dropping the winter meeting. To help, the
 Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) offered
 MORS free office space in its building.
 Almost everyone on the Board and Council
 were inclined to accept - except Clayton.
 He worried about MORS being too closely
 associated with any one Service, wonder-
 ing, tongue in cheek, whether MORS
 should change its name to the "Naval" OR
 Society. Later, his speech to the Board, the
 most passionate ļ ever heard him give, car-
 ried the day. He had, single-handedly,
 turned an almost certain acceptance into a
 near unanimous rejection while retaining
 good relations with the Navy and CNA.
 We often think of Clay as a great mathe-
 matician, but his common sense and effec-
 tive use of the King's English also helped
 make him a great analyst.
 In late 1985 I was selected as the Chief
 Analyst for AFSAA. My civilian counter-
 part was the organization's Chief Scientist,
 Clayton Thomas. For the next three years,
 the most enjoyable of my professional life,
 we worked and traveled together daily.
 During our trips I learned a lot about Clay-
 ton' s earlier Ufe, with his high school years
 being particularly fascinating. He skipped
 10th grade geometry by writing a paper that
 proved he knew the subject - instead he
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